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Abstract: Current state of the art in computer science is an attempt to build a system that understands
us. Affective computing is one of the attempts made to build an information system that can detect,
classify, and respond to human emotion. AITective computing is a combination of artificial intelligence
and cognitive science that inspired researcher to build a computer system or robot that similar to
Commander Data in Star Trek fiction movie. This paper discusses the general architecture and
applications of alJective compllti ng.
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INTRODUCTION

Computer history begins from 3000 S.C where the first computer, abacus was invented. Abacus was
used as a calculating device. III 1800 first punch cards for storing dat.a were invented by Joseph-Marie
Jacquard. Punch cards were used by the first electronic computers in the 1940's and onward until the
development of more reliable data torage. In 1936, John Dvorak introduce keyboard as an easy t.o use
input device with the least used keys on the outside corners, and the most often used ke~ls within easy
reach of the user's fingers. This is followed by the computer mouse, invented by Dougla~; Englebart in
1963. In 1969, AT&T Bell Laboratories develop UNIX which used command prompt to operate
computer. In 1981, Microsoft ,md IBM also develop operating system using command prompt, named
MS-DOS. The new era of human computer interaction (HCT) was paved by Apple Computer, Inc.,
using Macintosh operating syst.em using graphical user interface (GUI) and followed by Microsoft in
1995. Within [our days the sof1ware sells more then 1 million copies. And now Microsoft is the leader
of graphical interface witch have realest Windows 98, l\1E, 2000 and the letters is Wind·Jws XP. Now
with the increasing of the technology, HCl is moving from the GUI operating system to computer that
can understand to the user emotion, called Affective Computing. Figure 1 shows th~: timeline for
evaluation of computer and Hel.
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Figure 1: TirncJine of Human- Computer Interaction Evolution

Affective Computing can be defined as "computing that relate to, arises from or deliberately influence
of emotion" [81. Affective computing is a new way to communicate between human and c.)mputer. The
affective computing computer will be able to recognize human emotion and computer will responds to
it. With the increasing capability of computer, now day computer can be able to recognize human
emotion via various devices as camera, microphone or sensor. The first technology talk about affective
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Affective Car

Another interesting potential application is the development of smart car. Developed il collaboration
with Sony Corporation, the POD (Figure 6) is an IT-centered vehicle that proposes new relationships
between cars and their driv _r5. The pod (the name of which is based on the concept of gently
enveloping and protecting the car's occupants) is personified to help it detect the feelings of the driver
and to express itself. Using vmious sensors that detect and store information on tlle drivers' preferences
at home and at work, driving conditions the car can gauge the driver's level of skill and hurriedness.
The sensors offer information on tile smoothness of steering wheel, accelerator, brake operation,
difference WiOl regular driving conditions, as well as the driver's pulse and degree of penpi ration. If the
user drives too fast or get to close to oilier vehicles, the computer system will issue an alert from tile
display or playing calming music. The car called Pod can also convey the driver's mood to other drivers
or pedestrians, using light attached to tile front and rear. The sensors built into the car's steering
mechanism provides rich input of driver's alIect state - through driver's pulse and sweat level. The
signal can be used to indicate the signs of agitation and tiredness.

Figure 6: The POD, an Affective Car (Courtesy: Toyota Corp.)

The most profound feedback the car has is an array of lights which chclllge color according to the
emotion of the driver 3lld car itself. These lights ChaJlge to one offour colors which reflect the mood of
the car both inside, to the driver and passenger, and outside, to fellow motorists. During regular
operation, the car turns orange to reflect that is happy to both be with ilie driver and running with no
anomalies. In tile event that gas runs out, or the driver leaves the car alone for a long time, the POD
turns blue to represent sadness The POD also proposes a new driving operation method, by packaging
the steering, accelerating and braking controls on a single "drive controller" for easy hands-only drive
by-wire operation. Toyota have taken the POD and proven the car can be more than just a tool. The
POD turns the driver into a partner. As the car-user relationship deepens, both the POD and the people
using it can grow.

CONCLUSION

This paper highlight some basic introduction about a.ffective computing, principal, correlation between
emotion and computers and application. It is anticipated that in the next future, affecti'/e computing
will be a standard features for computer user or to HCI technology. The current research in alIective
computing is on the medical area such as to detect and overcome human stress, on the wearable
computing is affective glasses thelt can detect user affective state from eyes and on e-Learning, where
the interface agent can respond to student understanding level. Affective computing will answer the old
question about the capability of computer to understand us. The answer is "Yes", with the advancement
in artificial intelligence technology and with the current technology like affective computing, we can
build a system that can underst'lnd our emotion, in near future.
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